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• some background

– epidemiologic concepts

– technical issues in identifying variants with NGS

• annotation and filtering resources

• exploratory analysis of rare variant existence and impact
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Take home message

• Don’t believe in magic.

• Nontrivial computational work always contains errors

• ... until it has been tested, verified

• ... even then errors may persist

• testing discipline, sanity checks, vigilance of users – we need
more

• (Polyglots: What is the translation of “slog” into your fa-
vorite language?)
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Conclusion on reproducibility

• Open-source, platform-independent computing tools can solve serious problems

• This course attempts to build your versatility in confronting very complex problems
of interpretation

• Code, data and metadata can be in error

• When Microsoft/Apple/Linux discovers a bug, they go out onto your computer
and try to fix it (windows/macosx/synaptic updates)

• We certainly can’t do that; and in science, reconstruction of flawed analyses can
be very hard

• Versioned packages of data and code can help manage complex analytic chains
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Kryukov+, PNAS 2009; Ahituv+ AJHG 2007
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Criteria for variants impacting susceptibility
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Criteria for gene selection for variant searches
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A survey of odds ratios estimated as rare/common variant effects
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Summary

• (configurations of) rare variants are receiving increasing attention as vehicles for
reasoning about disease etiology and treatment

• development of neutral and disease-enriched variant catalogues is proceeding
rapidly

• harvesting and interpreting new high-resolution information on variants is highly
technical and not easy to make transparent
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Recent results with exome sequencing

• proof of concept with Freeman-Sheldon syndrome, a rare dominantly inherited
disease involving malformation and joint contracture

• employs various sequences from 1000 genomes as neutral reference

• exome sequencing cited as 20-fold less costly than whole-genome

• lose access to roles of noncoding variants
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“High” concordance with illu 1M SNP chip
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Predicted nonsynonymy frequencies
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Summary

• relatively intuitive filtering process leads directly to MYH3 as harboring more
variants among FSS patients than controls

• Toydemir Nat Genet 2006
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Shendure distributes results on variants in MYH3 among controls

Exercise: Characterize variants in MYH3 (or another gene of your choice) in deeply
sequenced HapMap individual NA19240. Pay attention to uncertainty of assertions
of variant existence and type.
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Technical considerations: Many approaches to calling variants
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illumina
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SOAPsnp
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Exercise: Compare the results of your favorite NGS-based SNP caller with the
Sanger-based 4mm hapmap phase 2 SNP genotypes for NA19240. Explain discrep-
ancies.
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Annotation and filtering resources

• Reference and individual genomic sequence:

– consensus: BSgenome.Hsapiens.UCSC.hg18

– SNP calls on 4mm HapMap phase II genotypes on 2 x 90 individuals: packages
GGdata (CEU), hmyriB36 (YRI)

• Genomic features:

– addresses of transcripts, exons: GenomicFeatures

– addresses and assignments of dbSNP SNP: SNPlocs.Hsapiens.dbSNP.2008*

• Filtering:

– Rsamtools for SAM/BAM formatted NGS data, interoperates with Bioc in-
frastructure very nicely

– ShortRead+ for more general workflow components
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Inference on rare variant existence and impact

• Inference and uncertainty: Not well-developed; ‘quality’ metrics are numerous

• Existence: mostly take for granted the information propagated by 1000 genomes,
but we can compare with existing information on variants obtained via Sanger
sequencing or SNP/CNV chips

• Impact: with R, plenty of tools ready to hand for matching, case-control testing
and so on

• Representation problem: for SNP, currently focus on rare allele copy number, so a
byte is more than enough, and some statistical procedures operating on raw bytes
are available; indels and other complex variations need design considerations
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